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Figure 1. Two-Stage Activation of the MASH1
Gene
(A) MASH1 is repressed by the TLE1 complex
targeted by the DNA binding HES1 protein.
(B) Activation is triggered by a phosphoryla-
tion cascade that modifies both PARP and
HES1.
(C) PARP becomes enzymatically active and
PARylates itself and components of TLE1,
which promptly dissociate.
(D) Phosphorylated HES1 is switched to the
transcription activation mode; recruits co-
activators, including histone acetylase CBP;
and stimulates transcription of MASH1.
must be strictly controlled in terms of activity, whether binds to the corepressor complex to an activator able
to recruit histone acetylases and stimulate transcription.it preferentially targets PARP itself or other proteins and
whether straight or branched chains are synthesized. In this remarkable chain of events, PARP serves roles
both in repression and activation. Is this behavior repre-Some proteins, such as NMNAT-1, are immune to PARy-
lation, and others are preferred targets, but PARP itself sentative of the structural role of PARP postulated by
Kim et al. (2004)? In the MASH1 gene, PARP is associ-is by far its own favorite target. PARP-associated chro-
matin appears then to be in a silent state, at least locally atedwith specific complexes bound to target sequences
rather than to generic internucleosome linkers. Couldcondensed, but poised to release PARP’s pent-up activ-
ity and spring to life when some critical signal is re- this serve as a trigger for other PARP molecules bound
to internucleosome linkers in the surrounding chromatinceived. This presupposes a regulatory complexity of
which we are entirely ignorant. that, upon activation, would then decondense the entire
region? PARP is turning out to be another of the manyOr not entirely. In a second paper in this issue of Cell,
Ju et al. (2004) give us a glimpse of one regulatory circuit global chromatin-modifying activities, like acetylases,
deacetylases, and methylases, that can also be re-in which PARP plays a dual role as a component of
a repressive complex that is also essential for gene cruited specifically, modulating the structure of chroma-
tin and its response to external signals.activation. Ju et al. (2004) describe the regulation of the
proneural geneMASH1, necessary for the differentiation
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plex, and dismisses it from the MASH1 gene (Figure
Tulin, A., and Spradling, A. (2003). Science 299, 560–562.1). Remarkably, neither HES1 nor PARP are dismissed.
PARP’s enzymatic activity is needed to dissociate the
TLE1 complex but does not affect HES1. Somehow,
although auto-PARylated, PARP does not dissociate
from the MASH1 promoter but remains bound together Towards a Splicing Code
with HES1. Both are needed to activate MASH1 tran-
scription. Phosphorylation is the trigger for the two-
stage process of MASH1 derepression and activation.
A combination of experimental and bioinformatics ap-In vitro, PARP does not require phosphorylation for its
proaches leads Burge and colleagues (Wang et al.,enzymatic activity, but it is likely that, in the corepressor
2004 [this issue of Cell]) to a global view of how ancomplex, phosphorylation releases it from inhibition.
HES1 phosphorylation converts it from a repressor that RNA segment may be selected or avoided in mature
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Figure 1. Influence of Exon Definition by Exonic Splicing Enhancer and Exonic Splicing Silencer
A typical exon is flanked by loosely conserved 5 splice site (5ss) and 3 splice site (3ss) sequences (the height of the letter corresponds to
the frequency of the base in the position). The 3ss consists of a branchpoint sequence (BPS) and a polypyrimidine tract (Py). The 5ss is
recognized by U1 ribonucleoprotein particle, BPS by U2 ribonucleoprotein particle, and Py by the protein U2AF. An exon is first defined by
interactions across exon, which are promoted by ESE binding factors (such as SR proteins) or suppressed by ESS binding factors (such as
hnRNP A/B). The interactions across exon then potentiate interactions across intron to initiate spliceosome assembly. U2 is recruited at a
later stage of spliceosome assembly after the interactions across intron are established.
mRNAs due to biased distributions of exonic en- role in both constitutive and regulated splicing (Liu et
al., 1998). However, ESEs identified by functional SELEXhancers and silencers, a process vital for genome evo-
lution, developmental control, and disease onset. are likely limited because many ESEs may respond to
yet uncharacterized splicing factors and regulators. To
systematically identify ESEs, two groups devised com-Analysis of sequence features of RNA transcripts in
higher eukaryotic organisms shows that the length of putational approaches. One led by C. Burge at MIT ana-
lyzed all hexamers in the human genome and assignedexons is typically between 100 to 300 nt while that of
introns varies from 50 nt to over 100 kb. Themost critical each a score based on the reasoning that ESEs may be
enriched in exons relative to introns and that ESEs maysequence elements for splice site selection reside in the
intron sides of the exon-intron boundary. However, in associate more frequently with weak splice sites (diver-
gent from consensus) than with strong splice sites. Thismost large introns, there are many 50 to 250 nt units
that are bracketed by canonical splicing signals (Sun approach led to the identification of 240 potential
ESEs, many of which indeed functioned as ESEs in aandChasin, 2000). Thus, sequence features in real exons
must have a major role in exon definition. An exon is reporter assay (Fairbrother et al., 2002). The other effort
led by L. Chasin at Columbia University made the as-recognized, in part, by an “exon definition” mechanism
that involves initial interactions across the exon followed sumption that ESEsmay be overrepresented in noncod-
ing exons (coding exons were not used to avoid protein-by interactions across the intron (Figure 1; See review
by Berget [1995]). In addition, exons contain splicing coding constraints) versus pseudoexons (intron sequences
bracketed by strong splice sites) and in noncoding ex-enhancing activities known as exonic splicing enhancers
(ESE) and splicing suppression functions known as ex- ons versus 5 UTRs of intronless genes. This approach
resulted in the identification of 2000 putative ESEs, aonic splicing silencers (ESS). Identification and func-
tional characterization of ESEs and ESSs are a major small fraction of which was validated by a reporter
assay. Many ESEs defined by both approaches are re-challenge in understanding functional codes in a ge-
nome. This critical question has been approached by lated to known ESEs, but the vast majority appears to
be unique, indicating the prevalence of ESEs in proteinin vitro evolution experiments and more recently by us-
ing computational approaches. An elegant genome- coding exons.
ESSs Are Just as Important as ESEswide analysis of ESSs using combined experimental and
computational approaches is reported in this issue of Clearly, ESEs along with reasonable splice sites are not
enough to define an exon. A “negative” element may beCell by Burge and colleagues (Wang et al., 2004). This
group and others have also piloted the global identifica- just as important to avoid the recognition of unwanted
intronic sequences by the splicing machinery. Huntingtion of ESEs. Putting the information together, we are
steps closer to having a code for exon definition and for negative elements requires a different assay system.
A first such assay for large-scale ESS screening is de-selection in eukaryotic genomes.
SELEX and Systematic Searches for ESEs scribed in the current paper. Burge and colleagues de-
vised an exon-skipping cassette and used the reporterRecognition of splicing signals is accomplished by se-
quence-specific RNA binding proteins. The specificity system to screen a random library of decamers inserted
into the assay exon. This experimental system has ledof an RNA binding protein can be biochemically defined
by SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponen- to the identification of 133 ESSs, about 10% of the total
number of unique ESS decamers theoretically detect-tial amplification (SELEX), a technique for screening
among a large number of randomly generated nucleic able by the assay based on themaximal likelihood analy-
sis (note that a given decamer may harbor more thanacids (Wilson and Szostak, 1999). A version of functional
SELEX has been applied to the identification of ESEs one submotif with ESS activity). This number is similar
to that of putative ESSs identified based on underrepre-based on their responses to positive splicing factors
such as SR proteins, which are known to play a vital sented 8-mers in noncoding exons versus pseudoexons
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and in noncoding exons versus 5 UTRs of intronless a certain ESS may antagonize a nearby ESE without
genes (Zhang andChasin, 2004). However, the two data- engaging a negative factor). In the human genome, RNA
sets overlap only partially due likely to certain levels of binding proteins are almost as abundant as transcription
false positives and negatives in both analyses. Both the factors and the majority of them are of unknown func-
Chasin and Burge groups used the power of statistics to tion. Assignment of individual ESEs and ESSs to specific
further explore the distribution of ESSs in exons, introns, mediators will be essential for deciphering regulatory
alternative exons, and pseudoexons. These analyses networks. Finally, we know little about the rules for po-
clearly indicate that ESEs are prevalent in exons tential co-variation of ESEs and ESSs in exons. When
whereas ESSs are enriched in pseudoexons, leading this information becomes available, and by integrating
to an emerging rule regarding how real exons may be the information with gene expression profiles (for both
defined based on ESE and ESS frequencies in combina- substrates and regulators), a true splicing regulatory
tion with consensus splicing signals at the intron-exon code might be possible. In this postgenomic era, the
boundaries. The first generation of such a splicing simu- power of coupled computational and experimental ap-
lation algorithm was developed in the current work by proaches will be used to address some of these funda-
Burge and coworkers with reasonable success (Wang mental questions.
et al., 2004). Interestingly, previous gene prediction pro-
grams also accounted for motif enrichment in real exons
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mutations in exons may affect protein coding or disrupt
specific regulatory splicing elements; the “double”
codes in exons can now be fully appreciated in under-
standing some disease mechanisms (Cartegni et al.,
Fueling Synapses2002). It should be pointed out that, in addition to ESEs
and ESSs, intronic splicing enhancers (ISEs) and silenc-
ers (ISSs) are also an important part of the regulatory
program in many alternative splicing events (Black,
The transmission of information across neuronal syn-2003). ISEs and ISSsmayalso contribute to thedefinition
apses is an energetically taxing business. Sheng andof constitutive exons.
colleagues monitored the localization of mitochondriaChallenges ahead
following different levels of synaptic activation andHigh throughput technologies are needed for functional
discovered that these organelles change their distri-validation of computationally derived ESEs and ESSs.
bution in interesting ways, stalling near synapsesTechnology development in this area will allow charac-
when neurons are activated and increasing theirterization of these cis-acting splicing regulatory ele-
movement when neurons are silent (Li et al., 2004 [thisments in multiple cell types, under differential condi-
issue of Cell]).tions, and with different combinations of ESEs and
ESSs. This information will allow the rules to be more
The neuronal mitochondria that fuel the intense energyclearly defined regarding exon definition and splicing
demands associated with synaptic transmission are of-regulation. An interesting question is how the “digital”
ten overlooked. A new study by Li et al. in this issue ofinformation in terms of ESE and ESS ratio is transformed
Cell suggests a role for mitochondria in effectinginto the yes or no “analog” decision for exon selection
changes in dendritic and synaptic morphology. Li etor exclusion by the splicing machinery. It is also widely
al. used a vital marker of mitochondria to study theheld that ESEs and ESSs function through their interac-
tions with prospective RNA binding factors (although distribution and movement of the mitochondria in cul-
